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BDA Tool Six — Preparatory meditation and writing for conference registrants: 

Please read BDA Tool Six in the BDA Tools pamphlet, then spend 15-20 minutes meditating on the details 
below. Are you willing to get clear about how you spend your time and money and to “cut bait” on the efforts 
and expenses that aren’t paying off? 

 

BDA Tool Six: “We maintain clarity about the overhead and profit margins of every product or service 
we sell.” 

 

On the next page, we’ll find a consolidated 3-year financial statement for a business started by a DA and BDA 
member we know, before he started his DA recovery. He joined DA just seven months later and BDA several 
years later than that. Three months after joining DA, he surrendered this business, the greatest passion of his 
life, to his Higher Power. As we look at the bottom-line, we might say: “Only a $4,600 loss after three years? 
That’s not so bad.” 

But it was that bad. Every penny in income went back out in expenses. After three years of 60+ hour weeks, and 
100% attention and focus, this business owner had been paid nothing by his business. In years one and two, he 
had borrowed to pay most of his personal expenses. In year three, he went back to his previous contract service 
business just to get by. Besides the personal borrowing, there are some debts under some of the business 
expenses. We’re witnessing a BDA member hitting bottom here. 

No one knows if this business owner might have saved his business, if he had gotten to DA and BDA sooner, 
but we do know that the BDA Tools could have helped. Specifically, there is no way of knowing if any of the 
three products listed — books, guides, or multimedia packages — were profitable or non-profitable. Although, 
based on the bottom-line loss, it seems most likely that two of the products were profitable and one was not.  

We’re not going to recreate history for this example. But, in hindsight, it’s relatively obvious that each expense 
should have been tagged with a job code or other designation for which product it applied to. All the cost of 
goods sold items could have been designated by product. At least a third if not half of the overhead expenses 
could have been costed out to each product as well.  

Obviously, this business owner would have done things differently in DA and BDA recovery. Unfortunately, 
this member reached BDA and its Tools too late to save the example business. But it’s not too late for us. We 
can stop hiding from the truth. We can seek clarity about the overhead and profit margins of each product or 
service we sell. Taking this action might just save our businesses. 
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BDA Tool Six — Preparatory meditation and writing for conference registrants — continued: 

 

 


